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Abstract—Today’s software-intensive systems are among the most complex artifacts created by men. This is due to ever increasing requirements and functionality of the software on the one hand, and to rising structural complexity with respect to size, interconnectedness, and distribution on the other hand. Engineering and controlling these systems pushes existing software engineering approaches to (and beyond) their limits [1]. This paper describes the concept of IT ecosystems as a new approach for addressing this challenge from the perspective of software engineering. The concept and approaches described were developed in a large interdisciplinary research project (www.it-oekosysteme.org); we present first results including a validation scenario of a smart airport, which has been devised and implemented in the project, aiming at a comprehensive approach to IT ecosystems engineering.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software now pervades all areas of work and society. Public administration, management, organization and production companies as well as day-to-day personal life are no longer conceivable without the use of software. Software-controlled devices can be found in every household.

The continuous increase in size and functionality of software-intensive systems [1] have now made them among the most complex man-made systems [2]. The reasons for the steady increase in their complexity are twofold: On the one hand, the set of requirements imposed on software-intensive systems becomes larger and larger; the extrinsic complexity increases. This includes, for example, features, depth of functionality, adaptability, and variability. On the other hand, the structures of software-intensive systems, e.g., in terms of size, scope, distribution and networking of the system, are themselves becoming more complex; this leads to an increase in the intrinsic complexity of the system.

The expectations in software-intensive systems have been growing and continue to do so with their steadily increasing penetration into people’s private, social, and professional lives. Buyers and users of these systems expect:

- A significantly higher flexibility, adaptability, intuitive usability and timely response to changes in both the software system itself as well as in the processes for the expected life cycle and demands.
- A high degree of reliability (Dependability [3]) of the software system and the surrounding development, operation, and administration processes.

In the long run, the continuously growing complexity of software-intensive systems, and the rising user expectations have led to a situation where the classical methods and techniques of computer science reach their limits. As an analogy, let us consider the field of classical engineering: There, a single (even large) building can still be planned, explained and implemented centrally; however, the planning, establishment and development of a city need to be performed using very different methods and models. Similarly, the mechanisms required in computer science to develop and control software-intensive systems is also facing a paradigm shift.

To react to this challenge, in this paper we put forward the proposal to interpret software-intensive systems as part of a larger IT ecosystem, thus leading a step in the direction of such necessary paradigm shift. In the NTH School for IT Ecosystems (www.it-oekosysteme.org), we are involved in a comprehensive research program on concepts, architectures, platforms and tools to enable and support this paradigm shift.

The main contributions of the paper are the definition of a conceptual model of an IT ecosystem, and the specification of two scenarios: a general system scenario addressing some generic important properties of IT ecosystems, and a specific validation scenario, a smart airport. The paper is structured as follows: Basic characteristics of IT ecosystems are defined in Section II. Section III discusses the conceptual core components of the IT ecosystems paradigm in more detail. Two validation scenarios are defined and discussed in Section IV. The paper ends with a conclusion and outlook to future research in Section V.

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF IT ECOSYSTEMS

IT ecosystems are a class of systems that obey to certain characteristics and fulfill certain requirements. In analogy to the concept of an ecosystem in biology, IT ecosystems achieve reliability by means of some higher-level regulation system, through which they maintain equilibrium between the forces applied by the participating individuals. It is the balance between controllability of the whole ecosystem, and the autonomy of the system participants is the key characteristic of an IT ecosystem. When this balance is disturbed, the IT ecosystem breaks and it is no longer manageable. For an IT ecosystem to remain active and continuously evolve, we must understand this balance and the mechanisms necessary to achieve and maintain it.

A number of key research questions need to be addressed in this context: What kind of systems can be regarded as useful IT ecosystems? How can you recognize an IT ecosystem, i.e., how can you decide for a given system whether it is (or should be conceived as) an IT ecosystem? Obtaining systematic and scientifically-based answers to these questions is ultimately a goal of NTH School for IT Ecosystems.

IT ecosystems are complex adaptive Systems of Autonomous Systems — i.e., complex system compounds consisting of interacting autonomous individual systems, which are adaptive as a whole, based on local adaptiveness (see outer ring in Figure 1). This means that not every large system can be considered as an IT ecosystem: The complexity of the interaction between the IT ecosystem and the resulting adaptivity is central to the autonomy of individual systems. It must also consider different life cycles of the individual systems.
Herein lies an important difference from the traditional understanding of hierarchical systems: A hierarchical system consists of subsystems, whose interactions tend to be globally predictable, controllable, and designable. An IT ecosystem is composed of individual autonomous systems whose behavior and interactions change over time. These changes are usually not centrally planned, but arise from independent processes and decisions within and outside the IT ecosystem.

In addition, IT ecosystems are mixed human-machine artifacts: humans in the IT ecosystem (see the inner ring in Figure 1) interacts with the individual systems in the IT ecosystem; this way, humans become an integral, active part of the IT ecosystem system – their requirements, goals, and behavior must be considered by modeling them as autonomous system components. Humans act as users, administrators, operators within the IT ecosystem. The very complex and multifaceted interaction and relationship between people and individual systems of an IT ecosystem is a key aspect. Only by including this aspect, a holistic approach can be established. The requirements, needs and expectations of humans in the individual systems of an IT ecosystem are subject to special dynamics and interaction. Thus, the individual systems need to be able to change continuously to meet the changing demands and adapt to changing behavior of humans. On the other side, changing expectations of humans will create new demands and needs.

![Fig. 1. Structure of an IT ecosystem – autonomy and controllability](image)

III. IT ECOSYSTEM AS A PARADIGM OF AUTONOMY AND CONTROLLABILITY

As previously discussed, an IT ecosystem is made up of autonomous individual systems designed to interact with each other. Except for these interactions, the individual systems are considered as closed systems that can be created with the classical methods of software development and validation. However, in doing so, adaptivity, evolution and autonomy must already be considered. The individual systems themselves may consist of subsystems or components, or are used as sensors, actuators, or the interface to a physical environment.

The system compound as a whole can no longer be described and controlled by using classical methods. In addition to the complexity caused by the size of the system compound and its adaptability due to the autonomy of individual systems and their different life cycles (see Section II), humans are considered as a part of the IT ecosystem, too. The resulting IT ecosystem can be described and understood only by taking a holistic view. This is a necessary condition for the controllability of the overall system. However, this holistic approach leads to a very complex system with a high degree of autonomy, which in turn makes it difficult to control.

This leads us to a dilemma: In order to control the system, we need to look at it holistically; doing so increases the degree of autonomy, which in turn reduces controllability. To solve this dilemma, we must turn to the notions of autonomy and controllability in the IT ecosystem.

We distinguish three levels of autonomy in an IT ecosystem (see the middle ring in Figure 1). It should be noted that the higher the degree of autonomy, the stronger the human is involved in this autonomy:

1) **Adaptation** is an ability of an IT ecosystem: They provide mechanisms to ensure their short-term autonomy. By adaptation, we mean the property of the compound system and its autonomous individual systems to reconfigure and reorganize themselves in order to fulfill context-sensitive tasks in the system. Adaptation is therefore the short-term and often pre-planned capability of individual components and their interaction to adapt. Here, primarily the functionality is concerned, as shown in Figure 1 in the middle ring; adaptation is often achieved by modifying component configurations – parameters are set which alters the functional behavior of system components.

Individual systems may consist of (semi-)autonomous components, which we refer to as agents [4]. Adaptivity is necessary because the tasks to be performed vary greatly, and may be in conflict with other tasks, or because availability or functionality of the agents changes. These tasks are preformed in a (semi-)autonomous manner through coordination or cooperation between the agents [5]. During task performance, plans are made and plan status and viability must be constantly checked. If deviations are detected, it may be necessary to reschedule [6].

2) **Modification** we understand the ability of an IT ecosystem to provide short- and medium-structural adaptability which is grounded in the autonomy of the individual systems. IT ecosystems are open and dynamic systems: new components and individual systems may enter into the system, with possibly unknown interface structure and behavior. Already known components and individual systems may change their behavior or leave the IT ecosystem. Thus, modification means adapting functionality and structure can be adapted to new requirements and constraints similar to the way proposed in autonomic computing [7] or organic computing [8], respectively. Subsystems are dissolved and new components are added. To conclude, modification is extended adaptation, since it includes both functional and structural changes, as shown in Figure 1 in the middle ring. Also humans can enter or leave the IT ecosystem, as may do other physical objects carried by humans, such as hardware components.

3) **Evolution** is the ability of an IT ecosystem to develop under changing external conditions in the medium- to long-term, and to sustainably reveal autonomous behavior. It includes the fundamental long-term development of the IT ecosystem in all its aspects, in particular through change and adaptation of monitoring, configuration, and control mechanisms, including structural and functional aspects. Evolution in terms of IT ecosystems, thus includes adaptation and modification. Evolution extends these concepts by the capability of changing the rules in the
IT ecosystem itself (see Figure 1, middle ring). Therefore, implementing evolution as manual, computer-supported, or (partially) automated further development of the IT ecosystem poses the biggest challenge with respect to long-term control and controllability. Evolution will be triggered by sustainable changes in environmental conditions or by fundamental changes in the expectations of users and operators of the IT ecosystem. It can be driven by human operators and users, but it also needs to be partly or fully automated in some cases. Evolution can mean either that the management, control and regulatory mechanisms are altered, or that individual components or entire systems are replaced or modified.

These three levels of autonomy are required from all the participants in the IT ecosystem. However, at the same time care needs to be taken that the IT ecosystem as a whole remains under control and thus ensures its superordinated goal and function. For this to be achieved, the participating autonomous systems and components accept a set of general rules, conceivable e.g., as traffic rules in the context of a smart city, to ensure the proper functioning of the entire system.

A key aspect in the explanation of the above effects and interrelationships is the question of the existence of a balanced equilibrium between autonomy and controllability of the IT ecosystem as shown in Figure 2. The IT ecosystems approach is based on:

- the existence of equilibrium states, i.e., states that ensure a smooth functioning of the overall system (e.g., the flow of traffic in a city)
- forces that aim at disturbing the balance (such as a rear-end collision on a major road junction), and
- centralized or decentralized mechanisms to maintain or re-establish the balance (such as a central traffic control system or communications and distributed intelligence of vehicular navigation systems).

If equilibrium states can be established permanently, we have achieved the goal of providing desirable autonomy, while at the same time ensuring controllability.

To ensure controllability, IT ecosystems must feature a set of concepts outlined in Figure 2:

1) Communities of autonomous systems and individual players should form themselves dynamically. An essential feature of these communities are common and jointly accepted functional objectives. Individual systems and components can be simultaneously be members of several communities. These communities may change over time, dissolve, and new ones can be created. This is part of the adaptation of the functionality in the IT ecosystem (cf. Figure 1).

2) Structures required for organizing and implementing the functional objectives of the community form dynamically. These structures define roles, responsibilities, communication channels, and interaction mechanisms in the communities. Like the communities themselves, organization structures can also change, thus leading to a modification of the structures in the IT ecosystem (see Figure 1).

3) Commonly accepted rules govern the behaviour and interactions of communities and their organizational structures. Control within IT ecosystems (in a sense of ensuring adherence to these rules) can be realized by different means. An important approach in this context are electronic institutions [9]. The rules in the IT ecosystem can be changed through the concept of evolution. As shown in Figure 3, institutions should ensure management, control and regulation mechanisms – the basic rules within the organizational structure of communities, in the IT ecosystem. These mechanisms can be explicit, e.g., centralized or federated via dedicated components, or implicit, for example, realized by market mechanisms, local incentive and preference structures of individual systems or components to achieve a specific behavior of the system.

The concept of equilibrium in IT ecosystem enables us to provide mechanisms for control, monitoring, and regulation, and to ensure rule compliance via electronic institutions. In case these rules are violated, the adaptation, modification, and evolution mechanisms provided by the IT ecosystem can re-establish the balance. Based on these mechanisms, equilibrium concepts are defined and approaches to detection, prevention and treatment of disorders in the IT ecosystem are described and implemented.

IV. IT ECOSYSTEMS SCENARIOS

The above properties allow an assessment of applicability and usefulness of the IT ecosystem metaphor for different system scenarios. However, it is clear that these criteria are not entirely clear-cut. There is a gray area here - we consider, for example, a large automated high bay warehouse, that include the autonomous vehicles transporting goods and merchandise orders and deliveries. Is such a system an IT ecosystem — or not?

Answering the question forces a detailed analysis of system scenarios. As a result, we in the following, we illustrate and study the notion of IT ecosystems by means of two scenarios: a generic application system / infrastructure scenario (Section IV-A, and a specific instance of the generic scenario describing a smart airport (Section IV-B).

A. System scenario: Application System + System Infrastructure

A compound system includes an application system that uses functions of an underlying infrastructure system. Application system and infrastructure system are developed and/or operated largely...
independent from each other, by different organizations. Changes in the infrastructure system lead to disruptions, faults, and subsequent need for action in the application system. Conversely, changes in the application system will place new demands on and require adjustments to the infrastructure.

Consider, for example, a PC-application environment based on the MS Windows operating system in a large company. Here, it is required to provide a number of individual servers such as mail server, calendar management, web server, database server, or workflow services, in order to support corporate functions and processes. This system is thus a system compound. Humans are part of the system and interact (as customers or employees) with the individual systems. Furthermore, the system is capable of adaption – it performs load balancing and coordinates user requests in order to deal with hot spots. The system will undergo modification: Employees can join or leave the system e.g. with mobile devices. The system must integrate new types of services to provide the enterprise with new functionality.

Finally, also evolution takes place in this system, e.g., via automatic mechanisms for updating individual systems. The evolution and emergence of new individual systems can produce requirements for adapting, modifying, or evolving other component systems and the infrastructure. For example, the integration of a high-definition video conferencing systems require the support of real-time transport protocols by the operating system as well as an upgrade of the corporate network to Gigabit LAN.

Required guarantees can be provided in this system e.g., via access rights (the access of certain users is restricted to parts of the system) or via service level contracts and corresponding service level enforcement mechanisms to assert users certain functions in a certain quality. In a company such as Deutsche Borse, mechanisms are established, e.g. to recognize and regulate irregular behavior such as panic selling. Since this system scenario has all the aforementioned characteristics, such systems are IT ecosystems.

B. Validation Scenario: Smart Airport

The second scenario which we propose to validate approaches for IT ecosystems, is much more specific. It describes a exemplary sequence of events on a usual day at an airport like Frankfurt Airport\(^1\). We assume that an IT ecosystem is established at this airport, consisting of several IT components and subsystems. We will accompany Bob, Anna, and Chris during a travel to show the benefits they would gain from an IT ecosystem. We have developed a demonstrator which will enable the scenario presented here to show the impact of our research results. Figure 4 illustrates the systems being parts of the overall IT ecosystem application scenario.

Fig. 4. Overview of the systems being parts of the IT ecosystem scenario

In the scenario the protagonists Bob, Anna and Chris use small devices called SmartFolks. SmartFolks can be imagined as devices with some computing power like PDAs. The SmartFolks themselves represent their owners within the IT ecosystem and act as an interface to the IT ecosystem.

1) (Journey to the Airport). While the first protagonist named Anna is leaving her home, her SmartFolk reminds her as she closes the door that she forgot some things. Due to sensors in the drawer of her desk the SmartFolk detects that she left her identity card there and reasons that both her passport and travel documents are there too. The sensor system is able to work with all kinds of objects Anna has defined in her reminder list. On the way to her car she remembers that she wanted to buy some sunglasses. After a quick look at her wristwatch she decides to catch up on it at the airport and adds the glasses to the SmartFolk’s shopping list.

2) (Parking at the Airport). The flight itinerary is available on Anna’s SmartFolk. As she is on her way to the airport the SmartFolk guides her to a parking lot conveniently located to her departure terminal. The airport system takes care that not all SmartFolk users are transferred to the same free parking lot and that they will have free access route. Anna chooses a different parking lot than the suggested one; the system recognizes the discrepancy and asks Anna to give reasons for that. Anna gives the feedback that she chose a parking lot in the shadow as it is a very sunny day.

3) (Traffic Accident). Chris is also driving to the airport while a traffic accident occurs near his current location, blocking the entrance to one of the parking garages. Observation systems, e.g., SmartCamerias, integrated in the car and in the airport infrastructure notice the accident and send a distress signal to the Traffic Management Center (TMC). The information is broadcasted and spread amongst other system components. After the TMC has received and processed the message, it reacts by adjusting and redirecting traffic. Chris, located near the accident, follows the new directions stated by his navigation system and arrives at a different parking garage.

4) (Orientation). Upon arrival at the airport, the SmartFolk leads Anna to a nearby SmartBase. SmartBases are displayless and interfaceless sources of information spread across the airport. Compared to classical InfoKiosk or PointOfSale systems, SmartBases need much less and simpler components leading to lower costs, less energy usage and more resilience against vandalism. The user interface for accessing the information is provided by Anna’s SmartFolk which communicates wirelessly with a SmartBase. Not all SmartBases are connected to a backbone network, some use some form of energy harvesting instead. The SmartBases hold a plethora of information: Duty formalities, real estate offers, classifieds, flight&train schedules, etc. While Anna is accessing information relevant to her, the SmartFolk also downloads additional bits of information. This “parasitic” information will be automatically uploaded to other SmartBases as Anna passes them. After some time the SmartFolk will silently delete the “parasitic” information based on expiry criteria.

5) (Transportation Request). At an entrance of the airport, Anna requests transportation using her SmartFolk and waits for an autonomous transportation vehicle (SmartTransport), to bring her to the designated check-in desk. However, at the same time, several large groups of travelers arrive at the train and bus station near Anna’s entrance and are moving towards her position. She does not know that, at this moment, most SmartTransports are at a location far away from this entrance,
and, by coincidence, the majority also reports a low battery power level and need to visit a recharge station. Noticing the growing crowd of travelers at her location, Anna is surprised that after a short while, a sufficient number of SmartTransports is arriving to cope with the waiting passengers.

6) (Shopping during Waiting Time). Anna has noted on her shopping list that she needs sunglasses. While she is at the airport the SmartFolk compares the entries on her shopping list, with proposals made by shops that are near to Anna. The sensors detect that Anna is either on the escalator or on the moving walkway. The SmartFolk offers two possibilities for the next steps: Either, go shopping and then eat something, or the other way around. Both possibilities are suggested via video and Anna can choose the option according to her preferences. The feedback of interviews like those from several SmartFolk users are evaluated statistically. Bob, another SmartFolk user in the airport, never reacts to the advertising of duty-free shops. At an interactive request he responds that being on business trips he has no time to go shopping. Because this is also mentioned by other people the SmartFolk developers integrate a new rule into the system: For traveling businessmen do not consider the way to duty-free shops.

7) (Waiting Time, Goods Transport). While Anna is still waiting for the check-in, she observes the autonomous transport and delivery of goods to a nearby airport shop. Several transport vehicles have to pass a narrow opening along their way concurrently causing a small congestion. The vehicles organize and coordinate themselves, so the waiting time is spread evenly among them.

8) (Check-in). Now, Anna is joining the queue for the check-in desk but a tourist party blocks her way. Fortunately, she arrived early and therefore is not in hurry.

9) (Baggage Drop-off). At the check-in desk Anna asks herself how her baggage will be transported over the airport. This is done by an autonomous transportation service. SmartTransports of different sizes perform this task by self-organization. The baggage items must be carried between different locations in the airport like check-in desks, baggage security check stations, start and landing zones of airplanes, etc. Additionally, there are observation systems (e.g., SmartCameras, sensors, RFID readers) placed around the area, which gather and provide information (e.g. the current traffic volume), changing requirements or arising disturbances. This information is used by the SmartTransports (in terms of self-organization and interaction) to optimize transportations.

10) (Waiting Time). After checking in Anna is bored waiting for her flight. She walks around the airport hall and passes some info points placed on the airport. One of them displays ideas for improving the check-in devices and provides the possibility to add own ideas. Watching some clips by other passengers Anna gets a better idea: With the help of her handbag Anna reenacts that she puts luggage on a conveyor at the check-in counter below instead of lifting it. In the past she was often annoyed with this issue. With her SmartFolk Anna films her action and, after this, sends the clip to the info point. After a specific period of time the developers of the check-in devices download the passengers’ ideas from the info points and thus gain proposals for improvement.

11) (Passport Check). Now, Anna decides to go to the gate of her flight. To reach this area she has to pass the passport check where she holds her passport beneath a small device. The turnstile before her is released, and Anna passes the check point. In a queue beside her Anna recognizes how another traveler has some problems and after his third illegal try an alarm sound starts and a security man comes along.

12) (Waiting Time). After passing the security check Anna has to wait an hour until boarding. In order to use the waiting time meaningfully, she decides to search for more information concerning her travel destination. The SmartFolk recommends sights and presents photos along her travel route. Pictures are partly from public sources (e.g., www.flickr.com) and partly from passengers currently arriving from there. As participants do not want to share their private photos, intimate pictures are not sent to Anna. With this information Anna gets a good overview of the sights she definitively wants to see.

13) (Boarding). After some time of waiting, Anna boards the airplane. Due to the dimensions of the airport, she has to take another SmartTransport from the gate to her plane. As previously stated in step 3, the airport contains a TMC for traffic management and control inside the airport (The norms and additional traffic rules must be defined by the TMC, which can be considered an "Organization"). After Anna’s airplane is taking off, a broken autonomous vehicle or obstacle has been detected by the SmartCameras installed on the bus and around the airport which blocks the first established route.

14) (Departure, Travel Time, Returning). During Anna’s journey the airport system is enhanced whereas the system architecture and the application itself are maintained. Amongst others, an update to the rule base is installed: No advertisements for duty-free shops are displayed to traveling salesmen except this person is inside the shop or has enough time (see Step 6). While Anna and Bob are traveling, Chris returns from his journey, where he bought a newly developed SmartFolk. Now he is curious whether the developers did a good job and whether the new device smoothly integrates with the airport IT ecosystem.

15) (Catastrophe). A catastrophe exercise was conducted and filmed by the security cameras. The participants were interviewed afterwards whether the existing system acts as they expected. One criticized aspect was that participants who want to rescue victims were evacuated first and afterwards they had to go in again. After the analysis the application was enhanced according to the participants needs. The new version of the SmartFolk is enhanced by an evacuation application. In case of a catastrophe only the evacuation application is available. This application provides two configurations: the Evacuation and the Helper configuration. A SmartFolk user now has the possibility to choose two rescue relevant configurations: she can select the Evacuation configuration in case he wants to ensure his own life, and choose the Helper configuration if she decides to save the life of as many people as possible. There is a catastrophe at the airport. A plane crashes in the waiting hall of Terminal A. A fire breaks out. All software agents located at the airport are informed; the SmartFolk provides the evacuation application. Chris is close to the waiting hall of Terminal A. His new SmartFolk offers him the two configuration possibilities provided by the evacuation application. The first opportunity is to get information regarding his evacuation and the second opportunity is to help injured persons. Chris decides to help injured people and is directed to the first patient.
In this paper, we have defined a new approach towards complex, soft-intensive systems: IT ecosystems. Our approach combines the systems-of-systems view as defined e.g. by [17] with research on ultra-large scale systems [1], but extends these approaches by the use of the multiagent systems metaphor [6] in order to express autonomy and decentralized control. Also, by acknowledging the role of the human as part of the IT ecosystem, our approach opens up new application areas.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, we have defined a new approach towards complex, soft-intensive systems: IT ecosystems. Our approach combines the systems-of-systems view as defined e.g. by [17] with research on ultra-large scale systems [1], but extends these approaches by the use of the multiagent systems metaphor [6] in order to express autonomy and decentralized control. Also, by acknowledging the role of the human as part of the IT ecosystem, our approach opens up new application areas.
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